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Intro:

Girls from all bout

Yuh a boom

Yuh Have di man dem a shout

Yuh a boom

Ever looking exciting

Yuh a boom

Yuh have Degree a sing

CHO

One yuh a boom, two yuh a boom boom

Three four yuha boom dung di place mum

Yuh have man heart a beat buhdum buhdum

Buhdum buhdum, buhdum buhdum

RPT

1. Yuh nuh only pretty, gal yuh pretty plus tax

An sweeter than mi granny greater cake an drops

Dats why bees a rush yuh fi make honey wax

Boom wha dis woom wha dat gal yuh full a boom shots

But dis bwoy thru him have money contacts

Come a talk bout say him have yuh under wraps

A lie him a tell an yuh naffi badda ask
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Dat a when yuh used to play dolly house and jax

Now yuh a big woman yuh stop wear ribbon and bobby
socks

Yuh nuh chat to man pon phone straight up to the max

Yuh have fax machine so is only by fax

Di way how yuh a boom everthing soon callapse

CHO

2. Wuh yoi what a woman ever looking fashionable

Har hairstyle ill, dress code miserable

She a boom down the place wid har bass an treble

Suh how yuh fi deh wid clappers bwoy Neville

How yuh fi deh wid Neville when yuh deh pon higher
level

Deh pon higher level yuh a gwaan terrible

No Miss Heighty Tighty nor Miss Dung Suh Rebel

Dem caan boom like yuh caw yuh a fresher vegetable 

CHO

3. A explosion gal when yuh pass thru

Yuh a boom dung street lane an avenue

Main Street Crew nuh stop admire you

Cause anytime yuh pass dem a bawl out 'A WHo'

Entertainment Report a request interview

Royal Palm all dem want yuh too

Yuh ever look new, never yet look boo

That's why General Degree say respect to you

CHO
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